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Keys to 
Facebook Event 

Success
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For almost all Facebook efforts, think about these 5 things:

Images should be the right SIZE for the type of post you’re doing, they should feel 
SPECIFIC to what you’re posting, and should be BRANDED, but not overly busy.

Put yourself in the shoes of your audience! What information will catch their eye and 
overcome their resistance to clicking?

Keys to Facebook Success

THE RIGHT IMAGE

THE RIGHT COPY
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Be thoughtful about when you’re posting. Facebook algorithms mean there’s no 
guarantee people will see your post right away, so consider whether you’re giving 
your audience enough time to engage before time specific events. Also thing about 
things like seasonality and location of your audience that you you can reflect in 
images and copy.

While you don’t want to blanket your feeds with the same content over and over, 
think about how you’re promoting things like videos and events both ON and OFF 
Facebook.

Don’t just put posts out into the world and forget them! Make sure that you are at 
least checking on and responding to comments in a timely fashion.

RIGHT PLACE, RIGHT TIME

PROMOTION

ENGAGEMENT
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Facebook Live vs. 
External Link Tips

• Pick a strong horizontal image for the header of your event that 
reflects the event’s content. Avoid letting the event default to your 
Facebook page’s header image (this will get old over time, and may 
clash with the events content). 

• Always check how the image will display both on desktop and mobile, 
to ensure there are no odd crops.

IMAGES:

One important decision is whether to have your Facebook Event hosted within 
Facebook as a Facebook Live, or have an External Link. A Facebook Live makes 
it easier for the audience to view your content without leaving the space they are 
comfortable with (namely, Facebook) but can be limiting and be harder for people 
who aren’t comfortable with Facebook. Usually you’ll be choosing one or the other - 
if you have regular live events, testing which works best for your business is a good 
idea.

If you use professional broadcasting or livestreaming equipment and mixing boards, 
you may be able to simulcast to Facebook Live and other live event platforms - but 
this is NOT standard for most small businesses.
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• The first paragraph of your event description should follow general 
Facebook rules and be clear, concise and catchy about the content 
of your event. HOWEVER, when someone goes to the event page, 
they will see an expanded description that can and SHOULD include 
detailed information about the event, the hosts, how to engage during 
the event, and any other information you think would be pertinent to 
your audience. 

• While your feed should automatically post a notification that you have 
created an event, you should create additional posts to promote the 
event - especially if you’ve managed to create the event well ahead of 
time! You want to keep the event in the minds of your followers

• Paid ads will help you reach potentially interested audiences, 

• Ideally, you should give your events enough time to gather interested 
parties. Posting an event just a few days before may catch your most 
ardent followers, but because Facebook’s algorithm can show posts 
to people several days after they are posted, it’s a good idea to create 
events at least 2 weeks out. 

• If you know WHEN you’ll have future events, it can be helpful to create 
a long calendar of upcoming events on Facebook - even if you have to 
write that you will fill in details later. This allows people who can’t make 
the next upcoming event to browse for other events they might be 
interested in and set reminders. 

COPY:

PROMOTION:

RIGHT PLACE, RIGHT TIME:
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especially if you are a young brand with few followers or low organic 
engagement. Gaining engagement from paid engagement on boosted 
posts or events will also help your organic reach on those posts.

• For events as well as general posts and messages, a good rule of 
thumb is that everyone gets one polite response - whether they have 
a question (what is this event really about?) or a complaint (I don’t 
understand your description!). While trolls do exist, some customers 
who are confused or frustrated can be salvaged with a thoughtful and 
sincere response.

ENGAGEMENT:

To get started, please 
contact Angela at... www.angela-arnold.com

Angela Arnold, Principal

angela@angela-arnold.com
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